THE WAR ON TERROR AND THE
SPIN ON BENGHAZI
America is headed toward the third anniversary of the 9/11
Benghazi attacks and
there is still no accountability in
sight.
Congress approved another $3.3 Million dollars for a
third oversight committee.
What have the investigations
accomplished?
Sporadic news frenzies from Fox News to boost
ratings and several emails.
We have various reports but
scarce investigative journalism.

WAS BENGHAZI “SPECIAL MISSION” in
reality an INTERNATIONAL FAST &
FURIOUS GUN RUNNING OPERATION?

Mainstream Media has reported that Obama sent arms to the
Syrian Free Army.
In fact, last year Obama, McCain, Corker,
Kerry and others voted to send boots on the ground to Syria.
It was noted those who voted for boots on the ground in Syria
received huge kickbacks from Industrial War Complex. This
would mean our troops fight along side Al-Qaeda tied rebels.
This same style “rat-lines,” as they are called, are operating
in Benghazi. Aaron Klein reported the so-called consulate was
a “rented house”… Klein makes allegations using ARB report of
Thomas Pickering, retired U.S. ambassador and Chairman of the
Benghazi Accountability Review Board,
during
the first
investigation concerning the renting of this private residence
since it violated international laws. Audio
http://kleinonline.wnd.com/2012/09/24/sources-slain-u-s-ambass
ador-recruited-jihadists-egyptian-officials-say-stevensworked-with-saudis-against-assad/

Apparently no one will even admit we’re fighting a ‘Holy
War”.
In fact, this war started under the Carter
Administration by recruiting Osama Bin Laden (aka Tim Osmon)
to head the Mujaheddin, which literally means ‘Holy
Warrior.”
No matter how many times we hear the words “Allah
Akbar” it’s not a “Holy War” because Bush said so (sarcasm).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJTv2nFjMBk
Should Americans view The War On Terror as a “Holy War”?
Muslims sure think that is what THEY are fighting in.
We
should ask ourselves: Is it possible to fight a “Holy War”
with faith only in ourselves?
Despite the fact that Allah
was another name for the Crescent Moon God, these Muslims
believe enough in their “god” to die for their cause.
By
researching biblical prophecy, one might ask if it could be
possible that Obama is “The Lawless One” and the covert ties
could be reviving Turkish-Ottoman Empire. It is Turkey that
is “North” of Jerusalem, not Russia.
If it’s Russia, then
the War of Gog and Magog is already past being fought through
U.N. via Russia. Russia has headed U.N. since it’s founding.

SOURCES: SLAIN U.S. AMBASSADOR RECRUITED
JIHADISTS. Egyptian officials say Stevens worked
with Saudis against Syrian President Assad
Chris Stevens, the U.S. ambassador murdered in Libya, played a
central role in recruiting jihadists to fight Bashar Assad’s
regime in Syria, according to Egyptian security officials
speaking
to WND.
Stevens served as a key contact in working with the Saudis to
coordinate the recruitment by Saudi Arabia of Islamic fighters
from North Africa and Libya. Those jihadists were sent to
Syria via Turkey to attack Assad’s forces, said the security
officials.
http://kleinonline.wnd.com/2012/09/24/sources-slain-u-s-ambass

ador-recruited-jihadists-egyptian-officials-say-stevensworked-with-saudis-against-assad/
This is the official Intelligence briefing from oversight
committee.
“Integrity, once you get rid of it the rest, is
easy”. J.R. Ewing. There has been at least one article a day
in the media (since funding for new investigation was
granted), spinning the tale by military brass and Obama
officials, claiming there was no stand down order.

Within hours of Congress approving funding for new
hearings, there was more propaganda released. US
officers say no ‘stand-down order’ for Benghazi

What happened to memory of first Benghazi
hearing testimony of Gregory Hicks
confirming “Stand Down” order to Lt. Col.
Gibson and his team of special forces?
http://www.slate.com/blogs/weigel/2013/05/08/benghazi_hearing_
gregory_hicks_says_stand_down_order_is_true.html

Video of Gregory Hicks testimony during
first Benghazi hearings confirming Lt.
Col Gibson’s preparation for C-130 and
team of Special Forces.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajmNFLEserY
There is a war on truth in U.S. and our minds using
Psychological Subversion. That battle has intensified since
the repeal of Smith-Mundt act just weeks before Benghazi
attacks.
How many lies and denials so far?
security team.

There was the video of the

What was the “Special Mission” in Benghazi which was not a
consulate but a rented house?
Benghazi is their “House of Cards” and if all information were
released and justice served, the implication would lead from
the WH to Rothschild global security force G4S. Not just in WH
Administration but in CFR, CIA and International levels.
Rothschild, which is authorized and regulated in the United
Kingdom

Jala, Al-Galaa, Galaa, hospital in Benghazi, Libya
operated by
The AMAZING thing was that Ambassador Stephens taken to the
hospital run by Ansar Al Sharia. . There are various spellings
for the Ansar Al-Sharia “entity” in Benghazi Jala, Al-Galaa,
Galaa, Gregory Hicks quoted from video states: “Enemy
Controlled” in reference to the only hospital in Benghazi.
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2012/09/19/British-Security
-Firm-Stonewalls-Press-Inquiries-on-Benghazi-Mission

Evangelical Manifesto? The
Marxists are IN THE CHURCH!

Gamaliel Foundation Marxist
trained evangelicals are
saying WE should apologize
to terrorists

A Christian ethicist says US should apologize for torturing
terror suspects. The author of “EVANGELICAL MANIFESTO” who was
trained in the Saul Alinsky Gamaliel Foundation, breeding
ground of Marxists undergoing community organizing training in
order to infiltrate churches, says US should apologize for
torturing terror suspects.
“Satan is the accuser of the brethren” 1 Timothy 13
Evangelical “Manifesto” is code for Marxist. Who would ever
put a word so associated with Communism in the same sentence
as religion? A community organizer trained by Saul Alinsky,
the infamous mentor of Obama and Hillary who dedicated his

book “Rules for Radicals” to Lucifer. That is who…
“America should apologize for torturing terrorist suspects
held after Sept. 11, 2001, in the Middle East, Guantanamo Bay
and dozens of other countries, a Christian ethicist and
activist told an audience in Raleigh, North Carolina, this
week. David Gushee, a professor at Mercer University in
Georgia, spoke Tuesday night at Pullen Memorial Baptist
Church. His speech, “Coming to Terms with Torture: Truth,
Accountability, and Renunciation,” focused on a 6,400-page
report he helped produce and was released last year by a panel
formed by the Constitution Project, (funded by George Soros’
Open Society Institute)documenting the treatment of detainees.
He also addressed the report by the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence that was partially released in April.”

THIS IS DAVID GUSHEE…Evangelical Manifesto? How Marxist can
you get?? Wake UP?? The serpent is in the church! He is a
member of The New Evangelical Partnership of the Common Good.
Look at their website…and at their “Creation Care
Initiative.”
They are promoting the United Nations GAIA
religion,
i.e.
climate
change…etc.
Gaia=mother
earth=Luciferian doctrine of the One World Religion. Connect
the dots and research this for yourselves. Pushing out Jesus
and “The Creator” putting in the Agenda 21 Plan of the UN.
The
New
Group
of
World
Servers
http://www.lucistrust.org/en/service_activities/world_goodwill
/key_concepts/the_new_group_of_world_servers__1
87th Congressional debate September 4, 1962
by Honorable
James B. Utt of California on Paul Harvey’s article “UNESCO
Communism’s Trap for our Children”.

APOLOGIZE??

NO APOLOGY FOR THESE MILITARY MURDERED DURING

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS!!
Blowup in Beirut: U.S. Marines Peacekeeping Mission Turns
Deadly

241
Dead
marines
at
the hands of
terrorists
“A terrorist truck bomb carrying explosives wrapped around gas
cylinders detonated inside the BLT barracks, killing 241
people and injuring more than 100 while they slept.
Investigators from the FBI would later determine that it was
the largest nonnuclear blast they had ever studied.
For the
U.S. Marines, it was the largest loss of life in a single
action since Vietnam; for the nation, it was the worst act of
terrorism against Americans up to that time. In hindsight, it
was a harbinger of what was to come.”
Everyone “Knows”
The one lesson everyone “knows” from World War II is that
appeasement doesn’t work. The people who “know” this might not
be able to locate the Sudetenland however ignorance is not a
barrier to conviction. Link
professor at the USAF Air War
College in Montgomery, Alabama on the subject. He makes it
clear that Britain’s implementation of Appeasement was
terrible,

Navy Petty Officer Diver Robert Stetham passenger on TWA

commercial Flight 847 murdered while on leave just because he
was in Navy Uniform

Navy Petty
Officer diver
Robert Dean
Stethem was
killed
on
commercial
TWA flight
because he
was
in
uniform
No Sympathy for Hijackers, Conwell Says
July 05, 1985|J. MICHAEL KENNEDY | Times Staff Writer

HOUSTON

— Allyn B. Conwell, the Texas oil executive who was thrust
into the public spotlight as spokesman for the 39 hostages
held for 16 days in the Mideast, said Thursday that the
hijackers of TWA Flight 847 should be hunted down and punished
and that he has no sympathy for them.
He also said that he voluntarily removed himself from the role
of spokesman as the hostages were being brought back to the
United States from West Germany, primarily because he felt
that the Reagan Administration no longer wanted him to speak
for the group. They singled out Navy diver Stetham and
murdered him because he was in uniform. He was only 23 years
old…
Col. Higgins Was Hanged, Shiites Say; Bush Outraged : Another
Hostage Threatened

Col. Higgins
was hanged by

terrorists
BEIRUT — Pro-Iranian Shiite Muslim extremists said they hanged
Marine Lt. Col. William R. Higgins today in retaliation for
the Israeli abduction of a Hezbollah spiritual leader, and the
group holding another American hostage threatened to kill him.
The Organization of the Oppressed on Earth, an offshoot of the
pro-Iranian Hezbollah or Party of God, released a videotape of
a man who appeared to be Higgins hanging from a gallows and
said they had killed him today.
EVEN THE U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL
KIDNAPPING.

CONDEMNED COL. HIGGINS

9. I strongly condemn the abduction and continuing detention
of Lt. Col. Higgins. This incident occurred while he was
carrying out functions assigned to him in order to assist
UNIFIL to carry out the mandate given to it by the Security
Council. That mandate has the full support of the Lebanese
authorities and of the local population in southern Lebanon. I
am greatly concerned about the possible implications such
unwarranted attacks on members of the Force could have for its
effectiveness. UNIFIL, if it is to continue its efforts to
restore peace in southern Lebanon, must enjoy the full
confidence and support of the local population and must
receive co-operation from all the governments and armed groups
active there

Hezbollah Rejects U.N. Call
to Free American Hostage
August 01, 1988
BEIRUT — A pro-Iranian extremist group Sunday rejected a U.N.
Security Council appeal for the release of American hostage

Lt. Col. William R. Higgins, insisting that he was a U.S. spy
working under U.N. cover.
“We reject this resolution. We consider it part of a plot
against the Muslims and moujahedeen (holy warriors) of this
area,” said Abbas Mousawi, a senior leader of Hezbollah, or
Party of God.

Obama, Donors Block Relief
for
Families
of
Beirut
Bombing Victims
“A high-powered Wall St. CEO and early, influential Obama
supporter, Donald F. Donahue of the Depository Trust &
Clearing Corporation (DTCC), may be using his significant
clout on behalf of the Obama administration and a questionable
Iranian-linked strategic partner to stand in the way of
American military families trying to recover billions of
dollars to which they are legally entitled after
being victimized by the infamous 1983 Iranian-sponsored
bombing of a U.S. Marine Corp barracks in Beirut.”

Gamaliel Foundation, where
Marxists are trained to
infiltrate churches to
order destroy them
Excerpts of Saul Alinsky quotes which David Gushee would have
received in Gamaliel Community Organizer Training.

On page 71, speaking of his training program for political
organizers, Alinsky remarked: “The qualities we were trying to
develop in organizers in the years of attempting to train them
included some qualities that in all probability cannot be
taught. They either had them, or could get them only through a
miracle from above or below.”
These are excerpts by Saul Alinsky on training David Gushee,
Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama, Mikey Weinstein any organizer
associated with (IAF) Industrial Area Foundation or Gamaliel
Foundation receive.
Remember, Alinsky He
Radicals” to LUCIFER

dedicated

their

bible

“Rules

for

Alinsky dedicated his book
“Rules for Radicals” to
Lucifer. It is considered
the bible of the radical
left.
On page 71, speaking of his training program for political
organizers, Alinsky remarked: “The qualities we were trying to
develop in organizers in the years of attempting to train them
included some qualities that in all probability cannot be
taught. They either had them, or could get them only through a
miracle from above or below.”
“A Marxist begins with his prime truth that all evils are
caused by the exploitation of the proletariat by the
capitalists. From this he logically proceeds to the revolution
to end capitalism, then into the third stage of reorganization

into a new social order of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, and finally the last stage — the political
paradise of communism.”
“An Organizer working in and for an “Open Society” is an
ideological dilemma to begin with, he does NOT have a “Fixed”
truth, everything to him is relative and changing. To the
extent that he is free from the shackles of dogma
(accountability).
He can respond to the realities of the
widely different situationist” Rules For Radicals
To this day, most Americans do not fully understand what they
are up against, and it may be too late for them to open their
eyes to see their executioner clearly.
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” . . . the primary assault would be on Biblical absolutes and
Christian values.”
“Yesterday’s immoral terrorist is today’s moral and dignified
statesman.”
“Ridicule is man’s most potent weapon. It is almost impossible
to counteract ridicule. Also it infuriates the opposition,
which then reacts to your advantage.”
“One acts decisively only in the conviction that all the
angels are on one side and all the devils on the other.”
“In a fight almost anything goes. It almost reaches the point
where you stop to apologize if a chance blow lands above the
belt.”
Read all of Alinsky’s poison in his 1971 book “Rules for
Radicals,” which he dedicated to Lucifer. (Not kidding.)
He was a prophet of revolution, preaching any means are

justified in the war against capitalism, the only moral value
is victory.
He encouraged his followers to pose as middle class
traditionalists, urging them to infiltrate, grab power, and
attack.
For Alinsky, those standing in his way were the
enemy, and as with all enemies, they had to be destroyed.
So now you understand what has been happening since January
20, 2009.

Alinsky nurtured a special hatred for
Christians
“Meet the genius sociopath godfather of the contemporary
radicalized American Left, i.e., the modern-day Democrat
Party, Saul Alinksy, patron saint of the Obama machine. Think
of it: the most influential men in Obama’s life—Saul Alinsky,
Jeremiah Wright, Bill Ayers, and Franklin Davis Marshall—all
pervert revolutionaries, all America haters, all communists.
To this day, most Americans do not fully understand what they
are up against, and it may be too late for them to open their
eyes to see their executioner clearly.”

Another Gamaliel Community Organizer who is over
Pentagon Religious Freedom policy is a CONFESSED
ATHEIST. “Freedom of Religion or “Freedom from
Religion“.
If we created a “Religious Vacuum” eliminating God….Evil will
fill that vacuum!! Proven Modern Warfare Strategy.
Mikey Weinstein a retired Air Force JAG Cum Laude of Gamaliel
Foundation refers to Christians as “monsters” while supporting
jihadists. Weinstein was appointed over Pentagon Religious
Freedoms. His attacks against military religious freedoms
has been unprecedented in history of our country. 2008

International Leadership Assembly in Washington, D.C. He does
NOT advocate military religious freedom…more like freedom FROM
Christianity…

Fundamentalist Christian Monsters:
Papa’s (MIKEY FEINSTEIN) Got A
Brand New Bag
WHO IS THE MONSTER HERE?
“Ladies and Gentlemen, let me tell you of monsters and
monstrous wrongs. And let me tell you what these bloody
monsters thrive on.
I founded the civil rights fighting organization the Military
Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF) to do one thing: fight
those monsters who would tear down the Constitutionallymandated wall separating church and state in the
technologically most lethal entity ever created by humankind,
the U.S. military.”
WEINSTEIN NEEDS TO READ THE LETTERS
BETWEEN THE DANBURY BAPTISTS AND THOMAS JEFFERSON, WHICH HAS
BEEN DELIBERATELY MISUSED AND TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT BY JUDGES
TO REVISE HISTORY AND DISTORT THE TRUTH ABOUT RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM IN AMERICA. THERE IS NO SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
ANYWHERE IN THE CONSTITUTION.

Christians Silenced By ‘Separation of
Church and State’ Lie
People have demanded God doesn’t have a place in schools, in
municipal buildings, even in stores.Why? Because nobody has
stopped to inspect the U.S. Constitution. The world keeps
saying they’re right because of this, non-existent piece of
legislation and Christians appear to be too scared to face
them. So, for the past however many years, Christianity has
been hogtied. It’s as if our children are now in danger of

suspension if they add the Name of the Most High God into a
written paper, while if an unbelieving student goes around
taking that same Name in vain, it’s considered art!”

Obama Organizes Army of Community
Organizers to Ensure His Reelection
One of Barack Obama’s first big “community organizer” jobs
involved ACORN in 1992. He worked along side ACORN before he
became an elected official. Obama also trained ACORN
employees. He represented ACORN in court. Obama worked with
and protested with ACORN. His campaign donated $800,000 to
ACORN in 2008 for voter registration efforts.

Was Karl Marx a Satanist?
Karl Marx and Engels created philosophy of psychology. There
is clearly a reverse psychology guilt trip. Christian?? David
Gushee is a leader at Gamaliel Foundation where both Obama and
Mikey Weinstein atheist Jew. Gamaliel Foundation is branch of
(IAF) Industrial Area Foundation started by Saul Alinsky
himself. Shame on Stars and Stripes for posting this garbage.
Karl Marx Satanic Poems:
Editor’s note: This article was translated into English from
material in a Russian book published under the name “Georgi
Marchenko.” It was likely published for distribution during
the time of the USSR under a pseudonym. The entire book was
published in English as Marx & Satan by Richard Wurmbrand.
Readers are encouraged to obtain a copy of this book if they
find this article interesting.
Karl Marx poetry: Satanic indeed…
COMMUNIST EXPLOITATION OF RELIGION
Congressional Testimony of REV. RICHARD WURMBRAND

HEARING Before the Subcommittee to Investigate the
Administration of the Internal Security Act and Other Internal
Security Laws, of the Committee on the Judiciary, Washington,
D.C.
UNITED STATES SENATE
EIGHTY-NINTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION
Friday, May 6, 1966
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:20 a.m., in room
18, Old Senate Office Building, Senator Thomas J. Dodd
presiding. Also present: Jay G. Sourwine, chief counsel;
Benjamin Mandel, director of research; Frank W. Schroeder,
chief investigator; and Robert C. McManus, investigations
analyst.
http://www.crossroad.to/Quotes/communism/communist-senate-hearing-wurmbrand.htm

Obama

vs

U.S.

Military:

demoralize,
destroy

destabilize,

OPERATION VIGILANT EAGLE:
IS This Really How We Honor Our Nation’s Veterans?
“Making matters worse, thanks to Operation Vigilant Eagle, a
program launched by the Department of Homeland Security in
2009, military veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan
are also being characterized as extremists and potential
domestic terrorist threats because they may be “disgruntled,
disillusioned or suffering from the psychological effects of
war.” As a result, these servicemen and women—many of whom are
decorated—are finding themselves under surveillance,
threatened with incarceration or involuntary commitment, or
arrested, all for daring to voice their concerns about the
alarming state of our union and the erosion of our freedoms.
An important point to consider, however, is that the
government is not merely targeting individuals who are voicing
their discontent so much as it is locking up individuals
trained in military warfare who are voicing feelings of
discontent. Under the guise of mental health treatment and
with the complicity of government psychiatrists and law
enforcement officials, these veterans are increasingly being
portrayed as ticking time bombs in need of intervention. In
2012, for instance, the Justice Department launched a pilot
program aimed at training SWAT teams to deal with
confrontations involving highly trained and often heavily
armed combat veterans.
In the four years since the start of Operation Vigilant Eagle,
the government has steadily ramped up its campaign to
“silence” dissidents, especially those with military

backgrounds. Coupled with the DHS’ dual reports on Rightwing
and Leftwing “Extremism,” which broadly define extremists as
individuals and groups “that are mainly antigovernment,
rejecting federal authority in favor of state or local
authority, or rejecting government authority entirely,” these
tactics have boded ill for anyone seen as opposing the
government.
One particularly troubling mental health label being applied
to veterans and others who challenge the status quo is
“oppositional defiance disorder” (ODD). As journalist Anthony
Martin explains, an ODD diagnosis
“denotes that the person exhibits ‘symptoms’ such as the
questioning of authority, the refusal to follow
directions, stubbornness, the unwillingness to go along
with the crowd, and the practice of disobeying or ignoring
orders. Persons may also receive such a label if they are
considered free thinkers, nonconformists, or individuals
who are suspicious of large, centralized government… At
one time the accepted protocol among mental health
professionals was to reserve the diagnosis of oppositional
defiance disorder for children or adolescents who
exhibited uncontrollable defiance toward their parents and
teachers.”
https://www.rutherford.org/publications_resources/john_whi
teheads_commentary/operation_vigilant_eagle_is_this_really
_how_we_honor_our_nations_veterans

Legislative Terrorists Kill
First Amendment
“Timothy McVeigh’s recent conviction for the Oklahoma City
bombing is the event hailed as closure for the family of
victims who died in that attack. It should, instead, be a
reminder of the unconstitutional Omnibus Counterterrorism Act

of 1995 that was drafted by the Clinton administration and
passed by Congress one year after the bombing.
Clinton’s Omnibus Counterterrorism Bill was introduced into
Congress in February of 1995. The bill was a death knell to
the Bill of Rights and was designed to grant sweeping powers
to the executive branch. Included in the bill’s provisions was
a much broader wiretapping authority for law enforcement with
less judicial oversight, access to personal and financial
records without a warrant. Most of all included in the bill
are sweeping powers granted to the President to designate
certain groups as “terrorist” organizations, to seize the
assets of said groups and their supporters, and to imprison
U.S citizens and deport aliens supporting such groups, aliens
being
denied
due
process
under
the
law.
http://www.apfn.org/thewinds/1997/06/terrorism.html

Veterans a Focus
Extremist Probe
(2009)

of

FBI

The Federal Bureau of Investigation earlier this year launched a

nationwide operation targeting white supremacists and “militia/sovereigncitizen extremist groups,” including a focus on veterans from Iraq and
Afghanistan, according to memos sent from bureau headquarters to field
offices. The initiative, dubbed Operation Vigilant Eagle, was outlined in
February, two months before a memo giving a similar warning was issued on
April 7 by the Department of Homeland Security.
Disclosure of the DHS memo this week has sparked controversy among some
conservatives and veterans groups. Appearing on television talk shows
Thursday, Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano defended the
assessment, but apologized to veterans who saw it as an accusation.
“This is an assessment of things just to be wary of, not to infringe on
constitutional rights, certainly not to malign our veterans,” she said on
NBC’s Today Show.
The documents outlining Operation Vigilant Eagle cite a surge in activity

by such groups. The memos say the FBI’s focus on veterans began as far back
as December, during the final weeks of the Bush administration, when the
bureau’s domestic counterterrorism division formed a special joint working
group with the Defense Department.
The FBI said in the memo that its conclusion about a surge in such
activities was based on confidential sources, undercover operations,
reporting from other law-enforcement agencies and publicly available
information. The memo said the main goal of the multipronged operation was
to get a better handle on “the scope of this emerging threat.” The
operation also seeks to identify gaps in intelligence efforts surrounding
these groups and their leaders.
The aim of the FBI’s effort with the Defense Department, which was rolled
into the Vigilant Eagle program, is to “share information regarding Iraqi
and Afghanistan war veterans whose involvement in white supremacy and/or
militia sovereign citizen extremist groups poses a domestic terrorism
threat,”
according
to
the
Feb.
23
FBI
memo.”
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB123992665198727459?mg=reno64-wsj&url=
http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2Farticle%2FSB123992665198727459.html

25
Signs
That
Military
Veterans Are Being Treated
Like Absolute Trash Under The
Obama Administration
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/25-signs-that-milita
ry-veterans-are-being-treated-like-absolute-trash-under-theobama-administration

Obama admin. knew about WWII
veterans’
request
and

rejected it
http://dailycaller.com/2013/10/01/obama-admin-knew-about-wwiiveterans-request-and-rejected-it/

Veterans die after being placed on VA
Hospital’s secret waiting list
At least 40 U.S. veterans died waiting for appointments at the
Phoenix Veterans Affairs Health Care system, many of whom were
placed on a secret waiting list. The secret list was part of
an elaborate scheme designed by Veterans Affairs managers in
Phoenix who were trying to hide that 1,400 to 1,600 sick
veterans were forced to wait months to see a doctor, according
to a recently retired top VA doctor and several high-level
sources.For six months, CNN has been reporting on extended
delays in health care appointments suffered by veterans across
the country and who died while waiting for appointments and
care. But the new revelations about the Phoenix VA are perhaps
the most disturbing and striking to come to light thus far.
Internal e-mails obtained by CNN show that top management at
the VA hospital in Arizona knew about the practice and even
defended it.
Dr. Sam Foote just retired after spending 24 years with the VA
system in Phoenix. The veteran doctor told CNN in an exclusive
interview that the Phoenix VA works off two lists for patient
appointments:
There’s an “official” list that’s shared with officials in
Washington and shows the VA has been providing timely
appointments, which Foote calls a sham list. And then there’s
the real list that’s hidden from outsiders, where wait times
can last more than a year.
Deliberate scheme, shredded evidence

“The scheme was deliberately put in place to avoid the VA’s
own internal rules,” said Foote in Phoenix. “They developed
the secret waiting list,” said Foote, a respected local
physician.
The VA requires its hospitals to provide care to patients in a
timely manner, typically within 14 to 30 days, Foote said.
According to Foote, the elaborate scheme in Phoenix involved
shredding evidence to hide the long list of veterans waiting
for appointments and care. Officials at the VA, Foote says,
instructed their staff to not actually make doctor’s
appointments for veterans within the computer system.
Instead, Foote says, when a veteran comes in seeking an
appointment, “they enter information into the computer and do
a screen capture hard copy printout. They then do not save
what was put into the computer so there’s no record that you
were ever here,” he said.
According to Foote, the information was gathered on the secret
electronic list and then the information that would show when
veterans first began waiting for an appointment was actually
destroyed.
“That hard copy, if you will, that has the patient demographic
information is then taken and placed onto a secret electronic
waiting list, and then the data that is on that paper is
shredded,”
Foote
said.”
http://myfox8.com/2014/04/23/veterans-die-after-being-placed-o
n-va-hospitals-secret-waiting-list/

